In this paper we give a new description of the planarity testing and embedding algorithm presented by Boyer and Myrvold [2] . Such a description gives, in our opinion, new insights on the combinatorial foundations of the algorithm. Especially, we give a detailed illustration of a fundamental phase of the algorithm, called walk-up. This phase is essential for a correct and efficient implementation and was only succinctly illustrated in [2] . We reveal and solve several critical issues that could lead to an incorrect or inefficient naive implementation. Also, we present an implementation of the algorithm and extensively test its efficiency against the most popular implementations of planarity testing algorithms. Further, as a side effect of the test activity, we propose a general overview of the state of the art (restricted to efficiency issues) of the planarity testing and embedding field. 
Introduction
• We present an implementation of the algorithm and extensively test its efficiency against the most popular implementations of planarity testing algorithms. The results put in evidence that the algorithm can be placed in the cutting-edge technologies for planarity testing and embedding.
• As a side effect of the test activity we propose a general overview of the state of the art (restricted to efficiency issues) of the planarity testing and embedding field.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give basic definitions and notation. In Section 3 we restate the algorithm in [2] . Section 4 is devoted to the walk-up phase. In Section 5 we show how to handle the case of non-biconnected graphs. In Section 6 we present the experimental analysis. Finally, Section 7 contains our conclusions and open problems.
Background
We assume that the reader is familiar with graph terminology and basic properties of planar graphs. Unless otherwise specified, we only consider graphs without self-loops and multiple edges, as they can be replaced with paths of length two without affecting planarity.
A cutvertex of a graph G is such that its removal increases the number of connected components of G. A connected graph is said to be biconnected if it has no cutvertices. The biconnected components of a connected graph (also called bicomps) are its maximal biconnected subgraphs. A bicomp is said to be elementary if it is formed by a single edge. Note that a cutvertex belongs to several bicomps, while each edge falls into exactly one bicomp of the graph.
A Depth First Search (DFS in short) is a technique for visiting all the vertices of a graph ( [16] ). It starts from an arbitrary vertex, called the root, and carries on moving from the current vertex to an adjacent one until unexplored adjacent vertices can be found. When all adjacent vertices of the current vertex are explored, the traversal backtracks to the first vertex that has still unexplored adjacent vertices.
Each vertex v is assigned a DFS index, denoted DF S(v), which specifies the order in which it was reached by the DFS visit, starting from the root r which has DF S(r) = 1.
The edges used by the DFS visit to move from one vertex to the next one are called tree-edges and form a spanning tree of G, called the DFS tree. The remaining edges are back-edges. The ancestors of a vertex v are the vertices in the unique chain of tree-edges from v to the root r. If a vertex u is an ancestor of v, then v is a descendant of u. A treeedge links a parent vertex to a child vertex, the former (latter) being the one with lowest (highest) DFS-index, while a back-edge is thought to be oriented exiting the descendant and entering the ancestor. The lowpoint of a vertex v, denoted by Lowpt(v), is the lower DFS index of an ancestor of v reachable through a back-edge from a descendant of v.
The set of back-edges entering a vertex v is denoted B in (v), while the set of backedges exiting v is denoted B out (v). The back-edges in B in (v) join v with some of its DFS descendants, while the back-edges in B out (v) join v with some of its DFS ancestors.
For a back-edge e, we call support of e and denote by S(e) the unique chain of treeedges having the same endpoints as the back-edge e. The support of e and e form a cycle.
A planar drawing of a graph is such that no two edges intersect (except at common endpoints). A graph is planar if it admits a planar drawing. A planar drawing partitions the plane into topologically connected regions, called faces. The unbounded face is called the external face. The boundary of a face is its delimiting circuit. The incidence list of a vertex v is the set of edges incident upon v. A planar drawing determines a circular ordering on the incidence list of each vertex v according to the clockwise sequence of the incident edges around v. Two planar drawings of the same connected graph G are equivalent if they determine the same circular orderings of the incidence lists. Two equivalent planar drawings have the same face boundaries. A planar embedding or simply embedding of G is an equivalence class of planar drawings and is described by circularly sorted incidence lists for each vertex v. In the following, unless otherwise specified, we will consider the embeddings comprehensive of the specification of the external face. In [2] a suitable data structure is introduced which can be used to describe an embedded bicomp. This data structure allows to "flip" the bicomp (that is, to represent the embedding in which all the adjacency lists of the vertices have been reversed) in constant time.
Since a graph is planar iff its biconnected components are planar, in the following section we assume that the graph to be processed is biconnected. Section 5 discusses a simple method for handling graphs that are not biconnected.
The Boyer and Myrvold Planarity Testing and Embedding Algorithm
In this section we give a new description of the Boyer and Myrvold planarity testing algorithm [2] . This algorithm tests the planarity of a biconnected graph in linear time by trying to build a planar embedding of it and consists of three steps: Preprocessing, Embedding Construction, and Embedding Reporting.
In
Step Preprocessing a DFS is performed on the input graph G. During the visit a DFS tree is constructed. For each vertex v we compute DF S(v), Lowpt(v), the set B in (v), and the list L(v) of the children of v in the DFS tree sorted by their lowpoint values. Also, we compute H(v), that is the lowest DF S(w), with w in B out (v). Roughly, H(v) is the DFS index of the vertex "nearest" to the root, reachable from v with a back-edge. If B out (v) is empty, then H(v) is set to an "infinite" value. Further, each edge of the DFS tree is associated with a data structure representing an (embedded) elementary bicomp.
Step Embedding Construction is more complex and is based on visiting one-by-one the vertices of the input graph in inverse DFS-index order. Observe that this corresponds to a post-order traversal performed on the DFS tree.
Let v be the current visited vertex. Two strictly related tasks, called walk-up and walkdown (both described below), are performed starting from v. Let G(v) be the subgraph of G composed by the edges of the DFS tree augmented with the edges in B in (w), for each w such that DF S(w) ≥ v. The target of the two tasks is to determine (if it is possible) a planar embedding for the bicomps of G(v) exploiting the planar embeddings already computed for graph G(u), where DF S(u) = DF S(v) + 1, which are preserved up to a "flip" operation. See Fig. 1 .
In order to make this possible, the embeddings of the bicomps of G(v), computed when vertex v is processed, must have the outer vertices of G(v) on the external face. We call outer vertices of G(v) the cutvertices of G(v) and the vertices of G(v) incident to a back-edge that is not in G(v).
(ii) The edges belonging to G(v) that do not belong to G(u) are exactly the back-edges in B in (v). (iii) Since the input graph G is biconnected, when DF S(v) = 1, G(v) = G has a single bicomp, and a planar embedding of G(v), if one exists, is a planar embedding for G.
In the Embedding Reporting step, the computed embedding is copied to a target data structure.
The reminder of this section describes the walk-up and the walk-down phases.
The Walk-Up Phase
The purpose of the walk-up phase is to verify if there is a way to add the back-edges in B in (v) to the embedded bicomps of G(u) in such a way that the embedded bicomps of G(v) have the outer vertices of G(v) on the external face. Also, during the walk-up phase suitable information is collected in order to implicitly describe the embeddings which are actually built in the walk-down phase. The walk-up phase works as follows. For each edge e = (w, v) in B in (v) a path p e is searched (and marked) from w to v along the bicomps that contain an edge in S(e). The paths must satisfy several constraints.
In order to describe these constraints, we need to introduce some definitions. Consider an embedded bicomp b of G(u) containing some edges of S(e). Observe that the edges of S(e) contained in b form a subpath of S(e). This subpath has its endpoints on the external face of b. We call these two vertices root of b and entry point of b with respect to S(e), the former (latter) being the one nearest to (farthest from) the root of the DFS tree. Observe that each S(e) traversing b may have a different entry point v b,e , but all have the same root vertex r b , which is the vertex of the bicomp b with the lowest DFS index.
Given a specific S(e), two borders A and B can be identified from v b,e to r b along the boundary of the external face of b (see Fig. 2 .a). If b is an elementary bicomp, the two "sides" of the edge (v b,e , r b ) are considered as distinct borders. A vertex w in a bicomp b different from the root r b is defined to be externally active for b if there is a path from w to an ancestor of the currently being processed vertex v, that is only composed by (β) A path p e must not contain a border that has an inner vertex (i.e. a vertex other than v b,e and r b ) that is externally active. See Fig. 3 .a for an example of a forbidden configuration.
Three more constraints, γ, δ, and , are expressed with respect to each pair of paths p e 1 and p e 2 traversing the same bicomp b. We say that the border of b used by p e 1 intersects the one used by p e 2 if they share an edge (or if they share the same "side" of the sole edge of the elementary bicomp b). Non-intersecting paths can only share entry or exit vertices (or both) in the bicomps they both traverse.
(γ) If the border of b used by p e 1 does not intersect the border of b used by p e 2 , the two paths must use non-intersecting borders in all the bicomps they both traverse (see If no set of paths can be found satisfying the above constraints, then G is not planar [2] .
The Walk-Down Phase
The purpose of the walk-down phase is to build the embeddings of the bicomps of G(v) using the paths selected in the walk up phase. Actually, the information used by the walk-down phase is simpler than the paths themselves. It only consists of the set of the borders of the bicomps used by the paths (that is, the marked borders) and, for each vertex w that was a walk-up entry point for a bicomp, of two sets of vertices called active roots and non-active roots of w. The set of the active roots of w contains the roots (at most two) of the externally active bicomps traversed by the paths immediately before entering w. The set of the non-active roots of w contains the roots of the non externally active bicomps traversed by the paths immediately before entering w. During the walk-down, some bicomps of G(u) will be merged into some bicomps of G(v). In order to identify the bicomps to be merged, consider two back-edges e 1 and e 2 in B in (v) . If the intersection of S(e 1 ) and S(e 2 ) is not void, we say that e 1 and e 2 are interleaving, and we denote this relation by e 1 ≡ e 2 . Consider two back-edges e 1 and e 2 in B in (v) . If the intersection of S(e 1 ) and S(e 2 ) is not void, we say that e 1 and e 2 are interleaving, and we denote this relation by e 1 ≡ e 2 .
By using the fact that the intersection of S(e 1 ) and S(e 2 ) (if it is not void) necessarily contains a tree edge incident to v, it is easy to prove that the interleaving relation is an equivalence relation, therefore inducing a partition of B in (v) into equivalence classes B in (v)/ ≡ . Roughly, the edges of the same equivalence class have the same child of v as an internal vertex of their supports. For each class B of B in (v)/ ≡ , the walk-down process starts on a marked border A of the elementary bicomp containing v by pushing v onto a stack. When the stack becomes void an analogous process is performed on the opposite border B, except if v is the DFS tree root. Let w be the current vertex on top of the stack. The back-edge e from w to v (if any) is added to the embedding of b B in such a way to close the border A in the internal part of the cycle formed by e and p e (see Fig. 4.b) . Then, the stack is updated by: (i) removing w; (ii) pushing onto the stack the next marked vertex x along the border adjacent to w provided that the set of active roots of w is empty; (iii) pushing onto the stack one of the active roots of w (if any); (iv) pushing onto the stack all the non-active roots of w. When the current vertex on top of the stack is found to be the root vertex of some bicomp b, then b is merged into the bicomp b B , flipping its embedding if necessary so that a marked border of b attaches to the just processed border of b B . For a while, b B becomes not biconnected until the descendant endpoint w of a back-edge e = (w, v) is reached. The addition of e will make b B again biconnected.
Selecting Paths: Implementation Issues for the Walkup
In order to describe the operations performed during the walk-up phase we need to extend to root vertices the definition given in Section 3 for external activity of non-root vertices.
We
Implementation Details for External Activity and Pertinence
The notion of external activity and pertinence is used to prevent embedding decisions that would place an outer vertex of G(v) in the interior portion of a bicomp. In order for the algorithm to run in linear time, it is essential to be able to detect in constant time the external activity of vertices and bicomps and the pertinence of vertices.
The external activity of a vertex w, which is not the root of a bicomp b, can be determined by using the information collected during Step Preprocessing. In particular, recall that L(w) is initialized with the DFS children of w sorted by their lowpoint values. As the bicomp containing a vertex u is merged into the bicomp containing its parent w, L(w) is updated (in constant time) by removing vertex u from it. Hence, the external activity of a vertex w = r b , can be detected by checking whether H(w) < DF S(v) or Lowpt(x) < DF S(v), where x is the first vertex of L(w).
Analogously, the pertinence of a vertex w = r b can be detected by checking whether H(w) = DF S(v) and Lowpt(x) = DF S(v), where x is the first vertex of L(w).
The external activity of a bicomp b can also be easily detected. In fact, it is easy to prove that only one child c of r b belongs to b and that all vertices of b different from r b are in the DFS subtree rooted at c. Thus, one of them is externally active (and, consequently, b is externally active) iff Lowpt(c) < DF S(v).
The external activity of the root r b of a bicomp b can be detected by checking if either
is sorted by lowpoint, at most its first two elements (if they exist) must be searched for c .
Selecting Paths
During the walk-up phase, back-edges in B in (v) are considered one-by-one in arbitrary order. The operations performed for each back-edge e in B in (v), called walk-up(e), have the purpose of marking the borders used by p e and of updating, if it is needed, the lists of active roots and non-active roots of the entry point v b,e of each bicomp b traversed by p e . Exceptionally, walk-up(e) may reverse the decision taken by a previous walk-up(e ) about which border A or B of a bicomp b is used by p e . Walk-up(e), where e = (w, v), starts at vertex w and selects a path to v that passes through each bicomp b traversed by S(e). It terminates if (i) vertex v is reached, (ii) a vertex u, marked by a previous walk-up(e ) is reached and the subpath of p e from u to v is chosen to be equal to the analogous subpath of p e , (iii) a non-planarity condition has been detected. On each bicomp b traversed by S(e), walk-up(e) proceeds from the entry point v b,e along both borders, A and B, in parallel, searching for the root r b of the bicomp or for a marked vertex. Borders blocked by externally active vertices can not be used. When the root r b is reached, the fully explored border is selected and marked, while the partial exploration of the opposite border is abandoned, and walk-up(e) "ascends" to the next bicomp traversed by S(e), that is, starts a parallel exploration of its borders. When walk-up(e) begins on the first bicomp traversed by S(e), it is said to be internally active. It changes to externally active when it starts a parallel exploration of the borders of a bicomp after ascending from an externally active one. In order to be able to mark the borders of a bicomp b, we associate with each vertex u on the external face of b two pathInfo integers, one for each edge incident to u on the external face of b. During Step Preprocessing, pathInfo integers are assigned a value greater than n, where n is the number of vertices of the input graph. The flags are considered to be clear if their absolute value exceeds DF S(v), where v is the currently being processed vertex, while are considered to be set if their absolute value is equal to DF S(v). Thus, when the algorithm moves to processing the next vertex, which has lower DFS index, the pathInfo flags are implicitly cleared. While walk-up(e) is internally active, it sets the pathInfo integers to −V , where V = DF S(v). Once walk-up(e) becomes externally active, it sets pathInfo integers to +V .
The following is a case-by-case statement of the decision points: first we give six rules for an internally active walk-up, then we provide the analogous six rules for an externally active walk-up.
Rule 1.
If an internally active walk-up(e) enters v b,e and either pathInfo integer is set, then walk-up(e) terminates (the remaining part of p e being already marked properly by a prior walk-up).
Rule 2.
If an internally active walk-up(e) enters v b,e and both pathInfo integers are not set, then walk-up(e) traverses both borders A and B in search of the root r b .
1. If a vertex w with a pathInfo set to −V is encountered, then set the pathInfo to −V along the border traversed from v b,e to w and terminate walk-up(e).
If a border is blocked (i.e. if it has an internal vertex that is externally active)
, then the opposing border must be taken to reach the root r b .
3. If the second border is also blocked, then the graph is non-planar.
Rule 3.
If an internally active walk-up(e) reaches vertex v then it terminates, and the pathInfo of the border used to reach v are set to −V .
Rule 4.
If an internally active walk-up(e) traverses border A to reach the bicomp root r b , then at least one pathInfo integer of r b must be clear. If both are clear, then walk-up(e) simply sets the pathInfo to −V along A and then it ascends to the next bicomp traversed by S(e).
Rule 5.
If an internally active walk-up(e) traverses border A to reach the bicomp root r b , and the pathInfo of r b for the opposing border B is set to −V , then:
1. If B has no internal vertex that is externally active, then walk-up(e) must select B and set to −V the pathInfo integers along B (until an edge marked −V is reached). Then, walk-up(e) can terminate.
2. If B contains only one non-root externally active vertex w = v b,e , and if B contains no pertinent vertices between w and r b (endpoints excluded), then the prior −V marking of the path in B from w to r b can be reversed to be a −V path from (w, . . . , v e,b , . . . , r b ). The pathInfo of the path in B from w to r b can be cleared and walk-up(e) terminated.
3. If B has an internal vertex w that is externally active, but either v e,b is externally active or B contains an internal vertex other than w that is pertinent or externally active, then the prior −V pathInfo markings in B cannot be reversed. The current walk-up must select the border A and set its pathInfo to −V . Since r b has been approached from both sides, the graph is non-planar if r b is externally active. Otherwise, walk-up(e) ascends to the next bicomp traversed by S(e) (where it becomes an externally active walk-up).
Rule 6.
If an internally active walk-up(e) traverses border A to reach the bicomp root r b , and the pathInfo of r b for the opposing border B is set to +V , then we must test whether the prior externally active walk-up's path selection must be reversed.
1. Let w denote the vertex with a +V pathInfo setting that is most distant from r b in B. If B contains any internal vertex other than w that is pertinent and has a +V pathInfo setting, then there is no need to reverse the prior +V path selection since the back-edge (w, v) that will be added during walk-down will close a pertinent vertex in an interior face of the embedding regardless of which border is selected.
2. If the path (v b,e , . . . , w) in B contains an externally active vertex x (other than w), then u blocks the prior +V path selection from being reversed.
3. If the prior +V path cannot be reversed, then the current walk-up simply sets the pathInfo to −V on the border A. If r b is externally active, then walk-up(e) terminates because the graph is non-planar. Otherwise, walk-up(e) ascends to the next bicomp traversed by S(e) (where it becomes an externally active walk-up).
4. If the prior +V path selection can be reversed, then the +V pathInfo integers in B are cleared, while the pathInfo integers along the path (w, . . . , v b,e , . . . , r b ) are set to +V . Then, walk-up(e) can be terminated (the remaining part of p e being already marked properly by a prior walk-up)
An externally active walk-up(e) must follow the six rules given below.
Rule 7.
If the entry point v b,e of an externally active walk-up(e) has both pathInfo integers set to +V , then this is the third externally active walk-up to enter v b,e and the graph is non-planar. Note that a single prior walk-up cannot have passed through v b,e setting both of its pathInfo integers to +V because v b,e is externally active for bicomp b.
Rule 8. If the entry point v b,e of an externally active walk-up(e) has one pathInfo integer set to +V , then walk-up(e) must select the opposing border A to the bicomp root r b .
1. If A is blocked by an externally active vertex, then the graph is non-planar.
2. If A is not blocked, then walk-up(e) sets its pathInfo integer to +V up to r b . Note that now r b has both of its pathInfo integer set. If r b is externally active, then the graph is non-planar. Otherwise, walk-up(e) ascends to the next bicomp traversed by S(e).
Rule 9. The case in which an externally active walk-up(e) enters a vertex v b,e that has both its pathInfo integers set to −V can not occur. In fact, prior internally active walk-ups entering v b,e would select the same path, so only one pathInfo would be set to −V . Also, an internally active walk-up cannot pass through v b,e because it is externally active.
Rule 10.
If an externally active walk-up(e) reaches vertex v then it terminates, and the pathInfo of the border used to reach v are set to +V .
Rule 11. If an externally active walk-up(e) enters a vertex v b,e that has one pathInfo integer clear and the other set to −V , then the marked border leading to the bicomp root r b must be selected and the −V settings along it changed to +V . Then, walkup(e) ascends to the next bicomp traversed by S(e). Note that if both pathInfo integers of r b are set, then there is no need to check that r b is not an externally active root since the non-planarity condition would have been detected by previous walk-ups.
Rule 12.
If an externally active walk-up(e) enters a vertex v b,e whose pathInfo integers are both clear, then walk-up(e) traverses A and B in parallel to find r b by the shortest border that is not blocked by an externally active vertex.
1. If both borders to r b are blocked by externally active vertices, then the graph is non-planar. Otherwise, let A denote the shorter unblocked border to r b .
2. If the pathInfo in r b is set to −V for the opposing border path B and if B is not blocked, then walk-up(e) must select B, set its pathInfo to +V , and ascend to the next bicomp traversed by S(e).
3. If the pathInfo in r b is set to −V for the opposing border path B but B is blocked, then walk-up(e) must select A and set its pathInfo to +V . If r b is externally active, then the graph is non-planar. Otherwise, walk-up(e) ascends to the next bicomp traversed by S(e).
4. If the pathInfo in r b is set to +V for the opposing border path B, then walkup(e) must select A and set its pathInfo to +V . If r b is externally active, then the graph is non-planar. Otherwise, walk-up(e) ascends to the next bicomp traversed by S(e).
5. If the pathInfo in r b is clear for the opposing border B, then walk-up(e) must select A, set its pathInfo to +V , and ascend to the next bicomp traversed by S(e).
From the above discussion follows that, unless a non-planarity condition is detected, the implicitly selected set of paths, one for each back-edge e in B in (v), satisfy Constraints α, β, γ, δ, and defined in Section 3.1. Therefore, the following Theorem can be stated.
Theorem 1 Let G be a graph with n vertices, and let v i be the vertex with DF S(v i ) = i, for i = 1, . . . , n. Graph G is planar iff the walk-up phase for vertex v i , with i = n, . . . , 1, selects a path from w e to v i for each edge e = (w e , v i ) in B in (v i ).
Handling Non-Biconnected Graphs
Consider two biconnected components b 1 and b 2 of a graph G sharing a cutvertex v. A biconnection edge is an edge added to the graph in such a way to connect two vertices adjacent to v, one belonging to b 1 and the other to b 2 .
Property 1 A graph G is planar if and only if the graph G obtained by merging each pair of adjacent bicomps with a single biconnection edge is planar.
Proof: If G is planar, then G is trivially planar. Conversely, suppose G is planar. In order to prove that G is planar we will show that the addition of each biconnection edge does not affect planarity, that is that when two bicomps b 1 and b 2 are merged with a biconnection edge e, no subdivision of K 5 or K 3,3 is introduced. Suppose by contradiction that a subdivision of a forbidden graph is introduced by the addition of e. This subdivision necessarily uses e. Let v 1 and v 2 be the two vertices of the subdivision that are connected by the path passing through e and that correspond to two vertices of the forbidden graph. Since before the addition of e all paths connecting v 1 and v 2 contained the cutvertex v, it follows that after the addition of e there can be at most two independent paths connecting v 1 with v 2 , contradicting the fact that both K 5 and K 3,3 are triconnected.
Based on Property 1, all the bicomps of the input graph G can be merged with biconnection edges without affecting planarity and the biconnection edges removed after the embedding is computed. The biconnection edge addition can be performed during Step Preprocessing when the DFS tree root is recognized to be a cutvertex if it has more than one child, while any other vertex w is recognized to be a cutvertex if Lowpt(w) = DF S(w).
If the DFS tree root is a cutvertex, a biconnection edge is added between the first child and each other child. If a vertex different from the root of the DFS tree is a cutvertex, a biconnection edge is added from each one of its children to its parent.
Experimental Analysis
In this section we compare our implementation (in the following called BM-GDT) with a selection of other planarity testing and embedding algorithm implementations, providing an assessment of the state of the art in this field.
All the tests have been performed on a Red Hat Linux (release 8.0) personal computer with an AMD Athlon(TM) XP1800+ CPU and 1GB of RAM.
Test Suites
We generated the test suites of graphs with Leda [12] and Pigale [6] generators, which in addition to be well known and widely used, are both fast and rigorously built. For each test suite we generated graphs ranging from 10,000 to 100,000 vertices, increasing each time by 5,000 vertices, 10 graphs for each type, with the exception of the test suite labeled Planar-Conn-P, for which we generated graphs ranging from 20,000 to 200,000 edges, increasing each time by 10,000 edges, 10 graphs for each type.
Planar-L Planar graphs generated by LEDA. The graph are not necessarily connected.
The number of edges is twice the number of vertices.
Max-Planar-L Maximal planar graphs generated by LEDA, hence connected and with 3n − 6 edges, where n is the number of vertices.
Non-Planar-L The same graphs as Max-Planar-L in which one edge was added between two non-adjacent vertices. Thus, the graphs are connected and not planar due to that single edge.
Random-L Random graphs generated by LEDA. The number of edges is chosen to be two times the number of vertices. The graph are not necessarily connected and may be planar.
Planar-Conn-P Planar connected graphs generated by Pigale. After the generation, the graphs were processed in order to eliminate multiple edges and self-loops.
Planar-Biconn-P Planar biconnected graphs generated by Pigale with the same process and numbers as Planar-Conn-P.
Planar-Triconn-P Planar triconnected graphs generated by Pigale with the same process and numbers as Planar-Conn-P.
Random-P Random graphs generated by Pigale. The number of edges is chosen to be two times the number of vertices. The graph are not necessarily connected but may be planar.
Algorithms, Implementations, and Libraries Selected for the Tests
We tested the performance of the implementation of BM-GDT against:
LEC-L Lempel, Even, and Cederbaum algorithm [11] -LEDA implementation.
LEC-GTL Lempel, Even, and Cederbaum algorithm [11] 
HT-L Hopcroft and Tarjan algorithm [9] -LEDA implementation.
FR-P de Fraysseix and Rosenstiehl algorithm (unpublished, see [5] for basic principles) -Pigale implementation.
BM2 Boyer-Myrvold (new algorithm, unpublished see [3] ) -implementation by the first author.
All the implementations are in C++ but for BM2, which is implemented in C. The implementation of BM-GDT uses the data structures for representing graphs of the GDToolkit library [7] , that, in turn, are based on Leda. Each algorithm implementation extracts the graph from a file and constructs its own data structure. The timer starts after the file has been completely read. The timer stops when the test fails (non-planar) or when the data structure with the embedding has been constructed (planar).
Analysis of the Results
All the implementations gave the same results as for the planarity or non planarity of the graphs. The experiments (see Figs. 5 and 6) reveal that most of the algorithms have amazingly short computation times. The current technologies, even for the slowest implementations, can test for planarity and, in case, construct an embedding of a graph in less than 0.2 msec. per vertex on a low-grade platform.
FR-P, BM-GDT and BM2 had similar performance profiles. Much slower are LEC-L, LEC-GTL, and HT-L. Also, we were unable to produce an output for algorithm LEC-GTL when very big non-planar graphs were involved, because of premature terminations of the program (see Figs. 5.d, 6 .c, and 6.d).
We have to remark that some of the implementations rely on data structures for graphs representations that are "general purpose" and hence are not specifically tailored for quick planarity testing, especially when very large data sets are involved. To give an example, the implementation of BM-GDT uses the graph type of GDToolkit, which contains information to handle Graph Drawing constraints, general-purpose markers, and generalpurpose labels. These additional data structures, although not necessarily concerned by the planarity testing itself, considerably slow down the process in terms of dynamic allocation.
Conclusions and Open Problems
Our experiments and investigations show that DFS-based algorithms are quite interesting both because of their time performance and because their approach to planarity may be simpler to describe and to understand than alternative approaches.
In particular, in this paper, we give a new description of the planarity testing and embedding algorithm presented by Boyer and Myrvold [2] . Such a description gives, in our opinion, new insights on the combinatorial foundations of the algorithm and on the properties of planar graphs exploited by the algorithm.
As for the overview of the state of the art (restricted to efficiency issues) of the planarity testing and embedding field that this paper provides, we have to notice that by changing the platform on which the experiments are perfomed, although the performance profiles of the tested implementations are consistent with those presented in this paper, the relative speed of the tested implementations is subject to change. For example, using Windows XP and Microsoft Visual Studio, the implementation BM2 appears to be appreciably faster than FR-P. Thus, we would like to explore the impact of the OS architecture and running-time model on the different software strategies used by the algorithms. Is there a way to determine which data structures are more suitable for a given platform?
Finally, we would like to extend our theoretical analysis of the algorithm presented in [2] in order to be able to isolate a Kuratowski subgraph when the input graph is not planar. This would allow us to widen the comparison with the other implementations that allow for Kuratowski subgraph isolation and to further comprehend the inherent structure of planar graphs. In fact, it is generally believed that the investigation about non-planarity conditions provides a complimentary perspective to deepen our insight into planarity. Williamson, for example, states that "it would be desirable to have not one but several basically different [linear-time Kuratowski subgraph isolators]" because the condition of linearity "forces the emergence of a certain level of insight into the structure of non-planar graphs and Kuratowski's theorem." [18] Algorithms, pages 140-146, 1999.
